on th Italy
e wings
of Bel Canto
A journey through
the world of opera,
exploring song and history

Modena’s timeless bond with the magical world of opera offers
visitors to the city a wonderful way to enrich their experience.

Modena and opera,
a centuries-old tradition.

After taking in the city’s main square (whose Romanesque cathedral
and Ghirlandina tower have earned it inclusion in UNESCO’s list
of World Heritage sites), travellers should move on to the Palazzo
Ducale, which now houses the Military Academy, pausing in a trattoria
or restaurant to savour Modena’s famous specialities. Their next stop
has to be the Municipal Theatre, a jewel of a building dating back
to the eighteenth century which represents the realm of Bel Canto.
Resounding with the arias performed by some of Modena’s greatest –
whether by birth or by adoption – the Municipal Theatre has seen
the likes of Luciano Pavarotti (after whom the theatre has been
named), Mirella Freni, Nicolaj Ghiaurov, and Raina Kabiavanska.
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